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intro
duC
tion

On a global mobile planet, consumers require real-time information and engaging 
content that can be accessible wherever they are. Mobile devices created new 
opportunities and new media behaviour, consumers are moving from the desktop 
to their phones to chase relevant information around them throughout their day. The 
mobile context reveals a different mindset for consumers. Publishers invent and 
reinvent their mobile content strategies to connect with the new digital behaviour 
of consumer’s daily life. For brands the tipping point has arrived to develop their 
mobile marketing strategy.

These evolutions go together with the rise of new marketing platforms :

• Mobile Website 
(m.site.be) 
_ A browser-based website that 
is developed specifically for a 
fast and efficient experience on 
mobile devices. traditionally, the 
content is in a list form, pages 
load quickly, and heavy visuals are 
simplified, but that is changing as 
technology advances. Mobile sites 
can detect your device and deliver 
the appropriate experience based 
on the device capabilities. _

• Mobile Application  
_ this is a native application 
sold through an app store. this 
application is not readily available 
to the public like a website, and is 
usually purchased through an app 
store and then downloaded onto 
the user’s mobile device. _

• Newsstand (Kiosk) 
_ for publishers of magazines 
and newspapers, newsstand 
helps content apps be more easily 
discovered, while allowing users 
to easily buy a single copy or 
subscription. newsstand allows 
users to download a magazine 
app with limited content for free, 
and then decide whether to buy 
issues. _

belgian professional publishers analysed in depth the new mobile landscape and collected the most important data 
such as page requests on the mobile websites and downloads of the mobile applications.
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the 
State 

of
Mobile Content Consumption
Traffic on different devices

Since the rise of content consumption on mobile devices, traffic is generated on 
different devices, browsers and apps, not all measured in one centralised system. 

The launch of the new CIM survey 
made it possible to measure :
•	 page requests on websites;
•	 page requests on m-sites; 
•	 page requests on tablet browser. 

unfortunately, traffic generated on apps, is only available 
via alternative sources such as google Analytics. this 
part of the traffic is increasing every day, but is often 
ignored and underestimated.
oppA designed in collaboration with its members a 
complete picture of the traffic measured on all devices, 
apps and browsers. the recruited data are based on the 
traffic of March 2013 (cIM and google Analytics). 
A clear difference is made between smartphones, tablet 
and pc’s.

the oppA member sites generated in March 2013, 
867 mio page requests : 73% is generated on pc’s, 
21% on m-sites and smartphone apps, 6% on the tablet 
browsers and tablet apps.

OPPA sITes 
generATe
MOnThly

867 mio 
PAge requesTs

73%

6%

21%
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the 
State 

of
Mobile Content Consumption

Especially content consumption on smartphones is booming the last 12 months. 
The 39 m-sites generate monthly 35.7 mio impressions (CIM – March 2013). 

however their 32 complementary 
smartphone apps become bigger 
every day :
•	 In four years’ time the number of downloads grew from 

208,415 to 1, 721, 836 downloads. 
•	 they attract 213, 617 daily visitors.
•	 they generate more than 164 mio impressions  

a month.

evolution of content consumption on smartphone 

2013

2012

2011

2010

X8

1.721.836

756.673

286.414

208.415

32
MObIle APPs

164.510.205
MOnThly

IMPressIOns

evolution of mobile downloads
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Content 
Publishers

In thEIr MEdIA
Integrate MobIlE

how do Consuming content is one of the most important activities on mobile devices. In 
order to make content attractive and easy to consume in the mobile world, the right 
elements had to be created. A whole new way of bringing content to the consumer 
had to be developed : accessible and understandable content on rather little 
screens; easy and flexible use in all contexts.

A mobile content strategy has to comply with needs of 
the user and has to be adapted to its specific mobile 
behaviour. Analysing how readers interact with mobile 
devices and the context around them was necessary to 
develop successful mobile content strategies : where do 
users engage with mobile? ; what are they doing with 
mobile? ; when are they using mobile the most? ; how 
do they interact with the content in the mobile space?
content editors were facing these unanswered questions 
since the beginning of the mobile era and continuous 
research was needed to develop, update and keep 
alive perfect content strategies for the different mobile 
devices. the main insights at a glance (oppA – Mobile 
study – March 2011) :

•	 news on smartphones is consumed on all kind of 
places : livingroom, bedroom, office, at home,  
at work/school, when travelling.

•	 the time of use shows a peak in the morning and 
between 17:00 and 20:00 for smartphones which are 
clearly used at high frequency during the whole day. 

•	 smartphones are used for reading news between  
< 10 minutes and 30 minutes a day.

•	 the typical smartphone user, consumes news on  
his portable computer or fixed computer, followed by 
his smartphone.

behaviour analyses were needed to understand how 
consumers read digital content on mobile devices.
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The Online Publishers Association (OPA) released in August 2012 
‘A Portrait of Today’s Smartphone User’ providing insights into the key dynamics of 
the smartphone user and detecting trends around smartphone advertising 
and content buying.

how are they using smartphones?

•	 over two-thirds of smartphone users “cannot live 
without” their smartphone. 

•	 Accessing content and information remains the 
dominant smartphone activity, with weather, news 
and sports being the most popular content; over half 
access content on a daily basis. 

•	 the appetite for app downloading remains strong. In 
the past year, nearly all smartphone users downloaded 
apps, averaging 36 apps each. 

•	 over half of smartphone users reporting regularly 
use at least 50% of smartphone apps they have ever 
downloaded.

•	 smartphone users have strong cross-platform 
tendencies, as 84% identify themselves as two-screen 
multitaskers (tv + mobile phone/tablet) and 
64% identify themselves as three-screen multitaskers 
(tv + pc + mobile phone/tablet). 

todAy’s 
A portrait 0f

smartphone
user (An OPA UK survey in 

collaboration with 
Frank N. Magid Associates)
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Increasing smartphone penetration 
has created a much larger market 
for content

RegulaR (weekly) smaRtphone activities - MIllIons of sMArtphonE usErs1

[1]: source: u.s. census bureau and eMarketer.
[2]: note: “read book” was added as an answer choice in the 2012 survey.
base: smartphone owners: n(2012)= 1,107. n(2011)=758 Q. 169: which of the following things do you do regularly 
(at least once a week) on your mobile phone?

todAy’s 
A portrait 0f

smartphone
user (An OPA UK survey in 

collaboration with 
Frank N. Magid Associates)
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App vs. mobile web access varies by 
content categories

RegulaR (weekly) smaRtphone activities - % of sMArtphonE contEnt consuMErs

todAy’s 
A portrait 0f

smartphone
user (An OPA UK survey in 

collaboration with 
Frank N. Magid Associates)
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What kind of content are they paying for?

•	 24% of smartphone users have purchased any sort of 
content: 22% of smartphone content buyers having 
purchased video content, 21% entertainment content, 
21% books and 19% weather content.

•	 14% of smartphone apps downloaded by those 
reporting last year were paid apps

•	 70% of iphone content consumers have bought 
apps in the past year, compared to 34% of those on 
Android; iphone content consumers also spend more 
on apps than those using Android. 

todAy’s 
A portrait 0f

smartphone
user (An OPA UK survey in 

collaboration with 
Frank N. Magid Associates)
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Purchase for App versus web also 
varies by content category

types of app/mobile web content paid foR - % sMArtphonE contEnt buyErs

base: smartphone content buyers. n=268. Q188.5: what types of mobile content have you paid for? 
select all that apply.

todAy’s 
A portrait 0f

smartphone
user (An OPA UK survey in 

collaboration with 
Frank N. Magid Associates)
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What are consumers’ attitudes towards 
smartphone advertising? 

content buyers perceive smartphone advertising more 
favourably than smartphone content consumers as 
a whole and are twice as likely to take action after 
seeing smartphone ads. 15% of all smartphone content 
consumers have clicked through an advertisement, 12% 
have used a special offer or coupon and 12% have made 
a purchase either on a pc or at a store. purchasers of 
smartphone content were a much more engaged and 
active audience: 79% have taken action after seeing an 
ad, 31% have clicked through an ad, 30% have used a 
special offer or coupon, 27% have made a purchase on a 
pc and 24% have made a purchase at a store as a direct 
result of an ad.

iphone content consumers perceive smartphone 
advertising more favourably than those on Android and 
are more likely to take action after seeing smartphone 
ads. 29% of smartphone content purchasers indicate 
that smartphone ads are eye-catching, 26% report that 
ads are relevant and 25% report that ads are unique 
and interesting, compared to 17%, 15% and 14%, 
respectively, for all smartphone content consumers.

39% of all the smartphone content consumers have been 
driven to take action after seeing a smartphone ad.

todAy’s 
A portrait 0f

smartphone
user (An OPA UK survey in 

collaboration with 
Frank N. Magid Associates)
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Smartphone content buyers 
are much more favourable to 
smartphone ads

opinion of smaRtphone adveRtising - % of sMArtphonE contEnt consuMErs

todAy’s 
A portrait 0f

smartphone
user (An OPA UK survey in 

collaboration with 
Frank N. Magid Associates)
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todAy’s 
A portrait 0f

smartphone
user (An OPA UK survey in 

collaboration with 
Frank N. Magid Associates)

Conclusion: increasing smartphone penetration 
has created a much larger market for content. 

smartphone usage is rising rapidly and has an important 
influence on the daily life of consumers, living without a 
smartphone becomes unrealistic in the modern way of 
life. however smartphones are used for a wide range of 
daily activities and tasks, content consumption dominates 
smartphone usage and smartphone consumers are 
willing to pay for content. Also advertising has a positive 
impact, especially on the smartphone content buyers 
which are more likely to take action after seeing a 
smartphone advertisement.

download a copy of the survey.

http://onlinepubs.ehclients.com/images/pdf/MMF-OPA_--_Portrait_of_Smartphone_User_--_Aug12_%28Public%29.pdf
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oppab
mem
berS
Major publishers & media brands

Effective OPPAb members are major players in content editing & publishing, originally 
from the print or audiovisual industry. Mediahuis, De Persgroep Publishing, IPM, Rossel, 
Roularta Media Group, RTL Belgium, Sanoma Media Belgium are OPPAb’s founding members. 
VMMTV, Kluwer and Marcom World, also support OPPAb’s initiatives, as adherent members. 
Belgian Online Professional Publishers are responsible for more than 60 professional content 
websites & mobile applications, kept alive by a large team of recognised journalists. 

In this paper the founding members share knowledge 
about smartphone evolutions, benchmarks, useful 
studies. how fast did mobile news consumption grow the 
last three years and what was the role of Android? 
how different are mobile audiences from the typical web 
user and does mobile devices attract new profiles? how 
do regional newspapers develop mobile products in order 
to deliver a great mobile interactive experience? how 
do consumers read mobile versions ? what do we know 
about multi-screen users?

The goal of sharing insights about 
the evolution of smartphones is to:
•	 educate on the effectiveness of premium mobile 

advertising; 
•	 intensify the communication between publishers 

and advertisers and agencies about the increasing 
importance of mobile advertising;

•	 share insights in a centralised way.
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For more information contact:
Isabelle ortegate
isabelle.ortegate@IpMAdvertising.be
+32 2 211 29 75

thomas broeckaert
thomas.broeckaert@IpMAdvertising.be
+32 2 211 29 93

An EvolvIng
ContentStrategy

Insight from IPM group

The growth of smartphones and tablets has boosted content 
consumption dramatically. Consumers access more media than they 
otherwise would, but they also consume media in a completely different 
way. Giving surfers the best news experience, no matter where they are, 
no matter on which device they consult news, is a continuous challenge 
for content publishers. 

In order to offer a richer news experience on all devices, LaLibre.be 
and dh.be, changed their look and structure drastically in June 2013. 
A renewal which was obvious extended to mobile versions and iPhone, 
iPad, Android and Windows 8 applications.  
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3
elements at the heart of the IPM 

news web experience 

•	 the sites are extremely practical and easy to use:  
a better and more direct access to information, 
specific subjects and beautiful illustrations. from now 
on the favourite sections of the surfer are available in 
no time.

•	 the sites are adapted to the social behaviour of 
today’s smartphone user and the integration of 
links towards social networks is key. Everything is 
designed according to the latest technical innovations 
and social networks: all home pages of the different 
sites now allow to share articles on many social 
networks. the 104,000 fans of the dh community on 
facebook and 44,000 fans of la libre confirm the 
importance of social media integration.

•	 the sites are interactive: the integration of multiple 
interactions with surfers regarding the hot news of 
the moment is the key to success.
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success of an evolving 
content strategy
the mobile surfer can choose 
to read the latest news on the 
classical site or on his optimised 
mobile version,... or to look up 
the news on the different mobile 
applications. Each environment is 
adapted to his media behaviour of 
that specific moment. Also video 
receives special attention, 1 million 
videos are consulted on our sites on 
a monthly base.

Advantages for advertisers
from the advertisers’ point of view, 
understanding the different behaviours of 
the audiences allows to ensure qualitative 
contacts by targeting the navigation profile. 
IpM is clearly busy with implementing the first 
step of a big data strategy.

Also the impact of the different advertising 
formats is optimised by the introduction of a 
leaderboard which is permanently visible on 
classical websites (mobile follows) under the 
menu and an IMu is placed on the first screen 
above the fold. a guarantee of an optimal 
visibility during the whole campaign!

apps

175.000

74.300

20.500

ConClusion
In Order TO 
guArAnTee An 
OPTIMAl nAvIgATIOn 
COMfOrT And 
eAsy ACCess 
TO quAlITATIve 
InfOrMATIOn, The 
sITes Of IPM grOuP 
Are In A COnsTAnT 
evOluTIOn COnfOrM 
TO The evOluTIOns 
Of The dIfferenT 
COnsuMPTIOn 
PATTerns.



VISITS VIA MOBILE DEVICES ON REGULAR WEBSITE
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‘het belang van limburg’ and ‘gazet van Antwerpen’ 

News consumption 
on mobile devices increased 
rapidly over the past two 
years.

visits via mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) 
on the regular newspaper websites (www.hbvl.be and 
www.gva.be) increased from 1% (January 2011) to 
17% (June 2013).

It is more than ever important for a news brand to follow 
the consumer and develop mobile products.

Impact of new mobile products
the relaunch of our mobile websites and news apps 
on iphone and Android, late 2012, had a great impact 
on the usage. In 2013 the page views per month more 
than doubled. this increase is not only the result of 
the growing mobile market, but also of the better 
user experience. this proves that it is absolutely 
necessary to keep improving and investing in mobile 
products.

For more information contact:
liesbeth Keuninckx
liesbeth.keuninckx@mediahuis.be
+32 3 210 03 45

MobIlE
regional

newspapers

Product development  
for 

http://www.hbvl.be
http://www.gva.be
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Optimise for mobile
It’s not only about the apps. Recent studies show that open rates of 
emails are increasing as well, due to the higher mobile usage. through 
responsive design, our newsletters will be optimised for smartphones, driving 
more traffic to the mobile products.

Interact with consumer
with ‘het belang van limburg’ we are going one step further 
by integrating hyperlocal news into our apps. next to the 
consumption of (hyperlocal) news, our citizen journalist can now 
contribute news via the mobile news apps.
by introducing this new feature, we’re able to extend our pool of 
citizen journalists and most of all reach a new and younger 
target audience.

ConClusion
- fOllOW The 

COnsuMer On 
hIs MOsT used 
devICes.

- delIver greAT 
COnTenT And A 
greAT MObIle 
user exPerIenCe.

- CreATe A 
PlATfOrM TO 
InTerACT The 
COnsuMer.



NIEUWSBLAD MOBILE SURFING BEHAVIOR PEAKS 
EARLY IN THE MORNING AND LATE IN THE EVENING

SPREAD OF USAGE DURING THE DAY IN %
SOURCE: NB WEBSITE AND NB MOBILE WEBSITE: 
SCORES, AVERAGE PAGE REQUESTS PER HOUR (MAY 2013)
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Mediahuis Mobile: Mediahuis newsbrand Philosophy – Meeting the needs of 
the news consumer

The 0-1-7 Mediahuis newsbrand philosophy meets the various information 
needs that newsbrand consumers have.

For more information contact:
nicolas de winter
nicolas.dewinter@mediahuis.be 
+32 2 467 97 49

AlwAys
on thE MovE -0-

-1-

-7-

news updates and bReaking news
Via news site, mobile site and mobile apps

news stoRies, analysis and debate
Via newspaper on print and tablet

deepeR analysis, inteRview 
and backgRound, side stoRies
Via news magazines and newspaper weekend edition

In May 2013, 15%(1) of all page requests on the Mediahuis sites were mobile 
and each month this number is going up. A general day for het nieuwsblad 
mobile has shown that the largest uplift in page requests is early in the 
morning (before the people are at work). Afterwards the traffic is going 
down and a second (but much smaller) uplift in page requests is noted during 
lunchtime. the third peak of the day takes place late in the evening. 

this graph clearly shows that the mobile site adds complementary usage 
towards the regular site which is mainly used in the daily routine between 
working hours (9:00-18:00). 
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news on mobile = always on
As nowadays 34%(2) of the belgian population 
owns a smartphone - which is playing an 
indispensable role in their lives - there are no 
more doubts that mobile is here to stay. 

[1]: source: scores page requests corelio (m) sites 
september 2013

[2]: source: *our Mobile planet research of google/IAb/
MMA by Ipsos, May 2013 (www.ourmobileplanet.com)

[3]: source: *our Mobile planet research of google/IAb/
MMA by Ipsos, May 2013 (www.ourmobileplanet.com)

77%(3) of belgian smartphone owners 
never leave their home without heir 
smartphone device. the smartphone 
user is connected and ‘always on’ 
which makes the mobile site medium 
as the perfect match for consuming 
news at any time of the day 
irrespective of any circumstances. 

“bReaking 

news 

moments 

ArE thErEforE 

cAught up 

vEry QuIcKly”
to illustrate this, we have gathered insights 
on a news event that occurred in July 2013.
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news sites are very strong 
during working hours
the graph above shows that the news that our King 
planned to make an announcement was picked up 
very quickly. this news  caused a rise in traffic both on 
nieuwsblad.be and het nieuwsblad Mobile. As July 3rd 
was a wednesday – and most people were at work – 
the uplift in page requests was in the afternoon highest 
among desktop or laptop users. 

nieuwsblad mobile on the go 
the new information stream after the King’s public 
announcement (in the early evening) illustrates that  
the news consumption – in case of a breaking news 
event – is extremely high on mobile devices. the mobile 
page requests are – as from 6 o’ clock - increasing very 
rapidly. this demonstrates that het nieuwsblad mobile 
gives the readers the opportunity to stay connected with 
breaking news regardless their location.

ConClusion
MObIle PrOvIdes 
An AnsWer TO 
A very sPeCIfIC 
InfOrMATIOn need: 
The need TO be 
uP-TO-dATe WITh 
The neWs, AT Any 
TIMe And Any PlACe.
COnsequenTly, 
The MedIAhuIs 
MObIle sITes hAve 
beCOMe Thé neWs 
sOurCe fOr PeOPle 
On The MOve. ThIs Is 
IllusTrATed by The 
sIgnIfICAnT AMOunT 
Of MObIle TrAffIC 
durIng breAkIng 
neWs CAses ThAT 
OCCur OuTsIde 
The OffICe hOurs.

breaking news event abdication king Albert (July 3rd 2013)

On the third of July King Albert announced his 
abdication in favour of his son prince Filip/Philippe. This 
breaking news event learned us that the type (mobile vs 
online) of news consumption is highly depending on the 
moment of the day the breaking news occur. 

Case
study



ACTIVE USERS
(AVERAGE/DAY HLN.BE/7SUR7.BE)
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185.000
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For more information contact:
Maarten galle
maarten.galle@persgroep.be
+32 2 454 22 66

paul bayer
paul.bayer@persgroep.be
+32 2 454 26 25

The rise of

MobIlE nEws
consumption

Insights from de Persgroep Advertising 

In 2012 the fast growing mobile market became difficult to 
deny, from then on  mobile devices generated additional 
news consumption. The number of mobile visitors grows 
every day, and at the same time the number of visitors and 
page views on the site continues to grow.

understanding mobile news 
consumption is necessary on a 
continuous base since 32% of the 
users are now active on mobile 
devices. the introduction of Android 
has a positive influence on the rise, 
especially since 2013.

Mobile devices have  extended the 
hours during which consumers 
access content. smartphones are 
used for early morning updates 
and late night checks.

Also increasing mobile traffic 
just before or during shopping 
moments is observed.
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increasing donwloads aps

ConClusion
MObIle AdverTIsIng 
helPs TO reACh 
neW AudIenCes 
And OPTIMIse 
The nuMber 
Of COnTACTs 
In A unIque 
And PersOnAl 
envIrOnMenT. The 
hIgh InvOlveMenT 
Of The COnsuMer 
AllOWs TO reACh 
A brOAd TArgeT 
grOuP On An 
IMPACTful And 
engAgIng WAy.

growth page views hln.be/7sur7.be and increasing share 
of mobile devices

•	 the monthly page views on the m-site are six times higher than in 2011.
•	 65% of the mobile page views are now generated by Ios devices.
•	 Android generates an important part of the new traffic.
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For more information contact:
céline branders
celine.branders@rossel.be
+32 2 225 53 01

rEAchIng
New Audiences

wIth MobIlE
dEvIcEs

A survey by rossel

The evolution of mobile supports and the increasing importance pushed 
Rossel to develop a wide range of mobile content with an adapted content 
strategy for each device. After launching the mobile websites a few years ago, 
the need to develop mobile apps and digital editions of the paper version 
was high. 

today mobile content is delivered on mobile-friendly 
websites and mobile applications, both visited by a 
fast-growing number of loyal visitors. It was necessary 
to understand who consumes mobile content and 
to analyse the socio-demographic and behaviour 
differences between the visitors of the apps and 
the visitors of the mobile website in order to deliver 
tailor-made mobile content meeting the requirements 
of the consumers and in order to deliver advertising 
professionals relevant and recent information about 
mobile media.

In August 2012, the first results of the mobile survey 
were revealed. 1,329 respondents recruited on 
mobile websites, iphone apps and tablets made 
it possible to complete the missing information 
about the profile, activities and behaviour of mobile 
content consumers. 

the arrival of the iphone made the mobile internet 
more accessible than ever and convinced consumers to 
become heavy mobile surfers. fueled by an insatiable 
appetite for information at their fingertips, it’s not a 
surprise that consuming news is the most important 
mobile activity during the whole day. 71% of the 
respondents surfing on iphone apps declare they use 
the mobile internet several times a day. 64% of the 
respondents who visit mobile site consult the mobile 
internet more than once a day. Mobile devices are 
consulted during the whole day, with a peak in the 
evening.
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the mobile socio-demographic profile

the typical mobile surfer is an active man with an upscale profile, even if 
there are some differences between the mobile supports, the most surprising 
fact is that mobile devices attract new profiles.

iphone Applications 85%

ipad Applications 84%

Mobile sites 80%

- 25
y/o

25-34
y/o

25-44
y/o

+ 45
y/o

average
age

iphone Applications 15% 27% 34% 24% 37

ipad Applications 8% 18% 32% 42% 43

Mobile sites 12% 22% 29% 37% 41

80%
MAlE

85%
MAlE

AvErAgE
AgE

41
yEArs
old

AvErAgE
AgE

37
yEArs
old

68%

Is ActIvE

74%

Is ActIvE

42%

Is An 
ExEcutIvE

31%

Is An 
ExEcutIvE

72%
hAs A hIghEr 

EducAtIon

64%
hAs A hIghEr 

EducAtIon

visitor 
of 

mobile 
site

visitor 
of the 
iphone 
apps
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the mobile behaviour
A second part of the survey investigates the behaviour of the 
mobile users. they are all opinion leaders not afraid to 
share their opinion about their future purchases and  always 
the first to buy new technology products. 

total
n=1329 n=516 n=516 n=269

il est important de s’accorder du temps pour soi.

sous-total d’accord 99% 98% 99% 99%

tout à fait d’accord 71% 70% 74% 68%

J’aime être le premier à acheter les nouveautés 
technologiques

sous-total d’accord 61% 52% 66% 70%

tout à fait d’accord 21% 17% 25% 20%

les gens me demandent souvent mon avis avant de faire 
un achat

sous-total d’accord 73% 69% 79% 70%

tout à fait d’accord 14% 11% 17% 13%

Je suis prêt à payer plus cher un produit vert ou recyclé

sous-total d’accord 57% 60% 55% 54%

tout à fait d’accord 12% 15% 9% 10%

total
n=1329 n=516 n=516 n=269

consulter les news / l’actualité 95% 93% 95% 97%

rechercher tous types d’informations 79% 75% 82% 81%

utiliser les réseaux sociaux 58% 53% 62% 57%

consulter / rechercher des informations culturelles
(cinéma, théâtre, concert,...

57% 53% 60% 57%

regarder des vidéos en ligne (youtube,...) 50% 43% 57% 52%

faire du pc banking par internet 47% 33% 53% 63%

Écouter la radio 38% 35% 42% 35%

télécharger des films / musigues,... 26% 19% 31% 30%

Acheter par mobile / mcommerce 20% 17% 19% 29%

Jouer en ligne 14% 12% 14% 18%

sItE MobIlE ApplIcAtIons IphonE ApplIcAtIons IpAd

the mobile main activities
consulting news, search for information, social media, search for cultural information and watching 
videos are the most popular activities on iphone apps and mobile websites.
banking, listening to the radio and downloading movies or music are more popular on 
iphone applications than on mobile websites.

ConClusion
TAkIng The fIrsT 
And MOsT ObvIOus 
sTeP InTO The 
MObIle MArkeT 
by fOrMATTIng 
WebsITes fOr 
vIeWIng On MObIle 
PhOnes, even 
befOre MObIle 
PeneTrATIOn And 
MObIle InTerneT 
usAge hAd 
InCreAsed, Is The 
key TO TOdAy’s 
suCCess. 
The burgeOnIng 
MObIle MArkeT Is 
An OPPOrTunITy 
TO exPAnd brAnds, 
reACh neW 
AudIenCes And 
InvenT neW CreATIve 
AdverTIsIng 
MOdels. 
In Order TO 
AlWAys knOW hIs 
MObIle surfers 
beTTer, rOssel Is 
COnduCTIng A neW 
WAve Of ThIs sTudy. 
The resulTs WIll 
be AvAIlAble 
very sOOn.
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For more information contact:
Isabelle van Iseghem
isabelle.van.iseghem@roularta.be
+32 2 467 57 86

how doConsumers
read
dIgItAl

vErsIons

A behaviour analysis by roularta Media group and kuleuven

roularta Media group aimed to gain insights into digital reading, more 
specifically reading magazines. within the digital portfolio  the Knack 
application was selected as a case study because of its generalist character 
and the fact that the paper and digital version have exactly the same content. 
It is part of the larger iread+ project, that aims to map the reading 
experience of digital content. during individual sessions, researchers 
observed how respondents used the digital version of Knack.

Behaviour analyses showed the most 
important tactical elements to take into 
account when developing a mobile 
content strategy. 
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•	 digital reading happens in a more fragmented 
way than reading print. reading moments can 
happen at any moment and any place. on the other 
hand, they can also be interrupted by a bad internet 
connection, technical problems, etc.

•	 subconsciously, digital readers try to avoid stopping 
their lecture when they are inside an article. As they 
can’t place a bookmark, it is difficult to find out where 
they stopped reading afterwards. 

•	 there is a need to share articles with other 
people (although the content is often reserved for 
subscribers only).

•	 Most of the readers who pay for a combination 
of paper + digital version, consider that this 
combination offers more value for money than 
only a digital version.

•	 photos have a very important and structuring effect in 
an article. photos are often placed into a slider, which 
can make the content less clear and even confusing. 
Moreover, this reduces the attraction of an article. 
very often, a photo motivates the reader to start 
reading an article. photo sliders are rarely watched 
and moreover, they bring down the illustrative force 
of a photo.

•	 captions are quite important for the reader and 
ought to be visible without having to click on them.

•	 a ‘text only’ version improves the readability, but 
is perceived as less valuable.

•	 the table of contents is very important for 
readers in order to navigate to the articles they are 
interested in. Make sure the table of contents is easily 
accessible.

•	 people often first scroll down to see how long the 
article really is, before they start reading it.

The following interesting insights came up:

source: Analysis Knack-app, wim verhavert, cuo/social spaces/iMinds/Kuleuven

“Reading

moments can happen at

any moment and 

any place”

ConClusion
When develOPPIng 
A MObIle WebsITe, 
beAr In MInd hOW 
PeOPle reAd 
dIgITAlly.
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For more information contact:
france skilbecq
france.skilbecq@rtl.be
+32 2 337 66 16

Multi-screen
AndMulti-task

A survey by IP new Media

“2013 is already a boom year for mobile devices. rtl 
newmedia had to adapt its leading rtl.be app to satisfy
its mobile audience.” 
Jean-Jacques Deleeuw, director newmedia at rtl.

our mobile strategy has won over the target group named 
‘boosts’(2), who make up half of our audience. these people 
want to be informed all the time, wherever they are. 

A strategy that is paying off as 1/3 of rtl’s visitors
come from a mobile platform. what about the 
advertisers? A loyal, engaged audience, combined with 
a high quality setting - surely an effective, high-impact 
combination.

so far, for the rtl group, we have: 
•	 three mobile websites: m.rtl.be,  

m.radiocontact.be, m.bElrtl.be
•	 six apps: rtl.be, radiocontact.be, bEl rtl,  

rtl tvI, club rtl & plug rtl,  
with a total of > 773,000 downloads

•	 As you can see from the beside graphic,  
rtl.be is by far the strongest brand.

In a Belgian landscape where the number of consumers with smartphones 
and tablets is constantly growing - with penetration rates of 33% for smartphones 
and 23% for tablets(1), it is essential for a group like RTL to be at the cutting-edge, 
constantly offering the best consumer experience. 
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very recently, we conducted a survey of our consumers. 
In a few days, we received over 1,900 responses.
here is a summary of the major trends revealed for 
smartphones, tablets and also multitasking.
this online survey, conducted between 24 and 30 
May 2013 for the rtl.be brand, (3) reveals that a 
growing proportion of consumers own smartphones 
(+35%). currently, almost 1 surfer in 2 says they own a 
smartphone compared to 1 in 3 in 2012.

surfing on mobile platforms is also increasing (+10%) 
as almost 90% surf the web from their smartphones.
therefore we see different types of surfers: there are 
those that surf exclusively on a computer, but also some 
that surf mainly on a smartphone or tablet, and there 
are also some who regularly use all three. smartphones 
have impacted consumer behaviour. this is reflected, for 
instance, in habits for consuming information. At a time 
when some have already abandoned paper as their main 
source of information, other consumers have already 
gone further and replaced their computers when looking 
for information. in fact, 17% of smartphone owners 
say that the smartphone has become their main 
source of information. 

we also find that major smartphone users are more 
active on social networks, that they like and share more 

and are also more likely to own a tablet than others, as 
60% of them own one, whereas the average for our 
surfers is 29%. 
In terms of usage, whereas the smartphone is clearly 
the preferred platform for social networks (affinity index: 
157), tablets excel when it comes to watching videos 
(affinity index: 130).

Who is the typical rTl.be mobile user? 

17%
of smaRtphone 

owneRs say that 
the smaRtphone 

has become 
theiR main souRce 

of infoRmation

“smaRtphones have 

impacted consumeR 

behaviouR. this is Reflected, 

in habits foR consuming 

infoRmation”
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What about video? 
video is an integral part of the dna of a brand such 
as rtl. therefore, we naturally make all our content 
videos available on all platforms. on average, our 
surfers spend 8 minutes on our apps and mobile 
websites. besides being engaging, video also allows the 
creation of new opportunities for the brand. 

Although the computer remains the most used platform 
for our surfers, throughout the day, the smartphone 
is essential for breaking news in the morning and at 
lunchtime. In the evening, the tablet takes over. More 
than one belgian study shows that tablets are welcome 
in the living room and are to be found there from the 
beginning of the evening 
(source: oppA ’Mobile surfers in belgium’ 2011).

In 2012, rtl launched its dedicated app for the 
rtl tv channels. this app responds to modern 
multitasking behaviour. 

According to our survey, 79% of viewers multitask 
and the most frequent activities whilst watching tv are:
Main activities during TV watching (4)

•	 check email, 91%
•	 surf on internet, 82%
•	 social networks, 74%
•	 looking for more info about tv programme  

I’ll be watching, 68%

the second screen app was an instant success and 
currently totals more than 200,000 downloads, bringing 
a double interactivity to enrich the consumer experience. 
Its interactive potential comes into its own during live 
broadcasts. the best example to date is none other 
than belgium’s got talent 2012, which recorded over 
235,000 buzzes (= votes).

besides giving us a better idea of what mobile users 
are really like and how they use the various mobile 
platforms, this survey also highlights a surge in 
ownership of multiple devices and mobile activity. It’s 
clear that consumers own more and more devices 

-18% of our surfers already own a computer, a 
smartphone and a tablet. A wealth of situations and 
opportunities to reach consumers.

facts
•	 1 in 3 of rtl’s visitors comes from a mobile platform
•	 A growing loyal and engaged audience
•	 46% penetration rate for smartphones on rtl
•	 29% penetration rate for tablets on rtl

[1] IAb – dashboard 2012  
[2] boost: profile developed through a survey conducted jointly with Ipsos 2011; a person 

defining itself as very open, on top of new developments, characterised by a need to have 
‘all access’ web access, very interested in all new technologies and information.

[3] 1,930 respondents in total, filter for those owning a smartphone: 713 
[4] Aggregate of ‘regularly’ and ‘sometimes’ answers
[5] Methodology of annual rtl.be survey: poll conducted using the survey Monkey tool. 

online survey taking approx. 10 minutes. 

ConClusion
TO suM uP: 
A grOWIng lOyAl 
And engAged 
MObIle AudIenCe, 
fOCused ArOund 
ACTIvITIes suCh As 
surfIng, vIdeO, eTC., 
OfferIng A WeAlTh 
Of sITuATIOns And 
OPPOrTunITIes TO 
reACh COnsuMers, 
eITher In A neWs 
Or enTerTAInMenT 
COnTexT.
Are yOu One Of 
The 18%?
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For more information contact:
herlinde hendriks
herlinde.hendriks@sanoma.com
+ 32 15 67 86 51

thE InnovAtIonAccelerator
Program

sanoma power brands pave the way for multichannel apps, 
but sanoma also extends its App portfolio with the Innovation 
Accelerator Program (A case of sanoma Media)

libelle lekker! app
this recipes app (iphone) inspires 
you about cooking anytime you want. 
the app contains more than 
3,500 quality recipes which are 
step by step explained. 
libelle lekker! was elected by 
Apple as one of the best apps of 
2011 and is still ranked number 1 
in the App store in the category 
food & drinks.

feeling/
gael City guide
the main goal of a traditional 
city guide is that the user can 
explore a city on its own in a simple, 
fun and practical way. In print, 
feeling already distributes pockets 
with selected addresses. 

Adding a mobile (iphone) 
context allows us to create some 
outstanding extras: location-based 
content and services, filtering, 
photos, sharing, real-time updates, 
mobile promotions.
this app is a perfect opportunity for 
regional advertising and sponsorship. 

Sanoma Belgium has built up a rich portfolio with power brands like
Libelle and Feeling/Gael, which have been transformed to
multi-channel brands.
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Zappybaby app
Zappybaby is a large online 
community of families who have or 
are starting a family. the Zappybaby 
app (iphone) allows users to learn 
each day about their own pregnancy, 
with lots of news about the 
development about the baby, tips on 
selecting a name for the child and 
so on.

shedeals
with the shedeals mobile app, 
sanoma is offering an easy-to-use 
e-commerce platform for women 
of all ages and with all sorts of 
interests.

Every woman has the opportunity to 
enjoy nice and exclusive deals, good 
products and interesting services 
about fashion, beauty, wellness, 
gastronomy, travel,… thanks to 
the sanoma brands flair, feeling 
and libelle. the shedeals app on 
(iphone and Android) makes it even 
easier to localize and buy the best 
deals in your region. 
At sanoma, our aim is to constantly 
innovate and develop new mobile 
ideas to reach and meet the needs 
of our customer. 

this is why in 2012 the innovation 
accelerator program was launched 
within sanoma. the first round 
focused on mobile, with the purpose 
of developing in-house talent and 
launch new mobile projects.

beauty-tale
one of the ventures that has been 
established from the Accelerator 
program is beauty-tale, a free app 
which helps and inspires you to 
find the right beauty products for 
your personal beauty profile. Experts 
give custom made advice and will 
tell you exactly which products 
will make you even more beautiful. 
beauty-tale is currently in test phase 
and will be launched end of 2013.

“ouR aim is to constantly 

innovate and develop new mobile 

ideas to Reach and meet the needs 

of ouR customeR”

ConClusion
sAnOMA lOOks 
fOrWArd TO 
COnTInuOusly 
exPAnd ITs MObIle 
POrTfOlIO And Is 
PrOud TO AnnOunCe 
The IMMInenT 
lAunCh Of The 
flAIr On The gO APP, 
WhICh WIll PrOvIde 
ITs reAders WITh 
dAIly fresh TOPICs 
And enTerTAInMenT. 
furTherMOre, 
sAnOMA’s 
MulTIChAnnel 
PlATfOrM TICkr 
COMbInes All 
TrendIng TOPICs On 
MulTIPle devICes, 
InCludIng A  
TAbleT APP.
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on oppa 
memberS’ 

SiteS

Mobile Ad Formats The mobile web banner ad is the most used 
format on the OPPA members’ sites. A wide 
variety of mobile screen formats exist today.

the mobile web banner ad is the most used format 
on the oppA members’ sites. A wide variety of mobile 
screen formats exist today.
the Mobile web banner Ad is a universal colour graphics 
ad unit displayed on a mobile web-site or application 
and is intended for use in branding campaigns where the 
goal is a good user experience across all mobile phone 
models. In some cases animated mobile web ad banners 
may be available for supplemental use in campaigns to 
convey a richer experience. 

the technical specifications for mobile web ad units 
cover all important design & build components: media 
formats, dimensions and file sizes. 

In cases where the publisher or ad-serving solution 
requires only one banner image, the xl Mobile web 
banner is recommended as the default re-sizeable 
banner. It’s important that the creative takes into account 
both the impact of image re-sizing and that the automatic 
resizing may not work well with animated banners.

Common rules
•	 browser plug-ins (flash, silverlight, windows  

Media ...) are not supported.
•	 All banners should be delivered in png, JpEg or 

(animated) gIf. htMl5 is possible on demand.
•	 some publishers ask to deliver low and high 

resolution banners. other publishers resize the picture 
automatically, in this case you can choose to deliver 
only the low resolution format, or only the high 
resolution format or both formats. 

•	 banners click towards mobile landing page; itunes 
store, phone number (call or sMs) or mail. but in 
some cases the banner is not clickable, don’t forget 
to verify with each publisher whether a banner is 
clickable or not.

•	 A back-up text is highly recommended
•	 delivery delays: three business days for Jpg, gIf  

and png. five business days for htMl. 
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Technical speciFicaTions
•	 only low resolutions formats are required, the picture will be automatically resized
•	 contact material: banner@beweb.com
•	  complete tech specs.

IPM ADVERTISING (BeWeb)
m-sites tRaffic and downloads mobile apps

1.836.775 monthly  / 175.500 

516.695 monthly  / 74.300 

source: cIM and Internal data IpM: september 2013

mobile site format name size (wxh)
low resolution

size (wxh)
high resolution

weight format

mobile sites

m.dh.be,
m.lalibre.be

Mobile xl banner 300x50  - 7,5 Kb gif, jpg

Mobile large banner 216x36  - 4,5 Kb gif, jpg

Mobile Medium banner 168x28  - 3 Kb gif, jpg

Mobile small banner 120x20  - 1,5 Kb gif, jpg

ios applications

dh,
la libre

splash 320x480  - 50 Kb gif, jpg

floor banner 320x50  - 30 Kb gif, jpg

android applications

dh,
la libre

splash 320x480  - 50 Kb gif, jpg

floor banner 320x50  -- 30 Kb gif, jpg

http://www.beweb.be/nl/oplossingen/mobile/
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Technical speciFicaTions
•	 you can choose to deliver only the low resolution format, or only the high resolution format or both formats.  

the picture will be automatically resized.
•	 contact material: adops@pebblemedia.be
•	  complete tech specs.

MEDIAHUIS
m-sites tRaffic and downloads mobile apps

4.000.000 monthly  / 40.000 

4.000.000 monthly  / 40.000 

mobile site format name size (wxh)
low resolution

size (wxh)
high resolution

weight format

mobile sites

m.gva.be,
m.hbvl.be,
m.she.be

Mobile xl banner 300x50 600x100 7,5 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

ios applications

gvA
hbvl

Mobile xl banner 300x50 600x100 7,5 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

android applications

gvA
hbvl

Mobile xl banner 300x50 600x100 7,5 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

source: cIM and Internal data concentra: september 2013

http://www.pebblemedia.be/Downloads/Mobile%20formats.pdf
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MEDIAHUIS
m-sites tRaffic

16.176.614 monthly

3.699.716 monthly

19 605 928 monthly

source : cIM september  2013

mobile site format name size (wxh)
low resolution

size (wxh)
high resolution

weight format

mobile sites

m.standaard.be, 
m.nieuwsblad.be,
m.lavenir.net, 

Mobile leaderboard xl 600x150 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile Medium rectangle 600x500 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile half page 500x1000 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

sticky Ad 600x100 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile splash 600x712 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

ios applications

de standaard,
het nieuwsblad, 
lavenir

Mobile leaderboard xl 600x150 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile Medium rectangle 600x500 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile half page 500x1000 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

sticky Ad 600x100 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile splash 600x712 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

android applications

de standaard,
het nieuwsblad, 
lavenir

Mobile leaderboard xl 600x150 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile Medium rectangle 600x500 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile half page 500x1000 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

sticky Ad 600x100 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile splash 600x712 - 75 Kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Technical speciFicaTions
•	 you can choose to deliver only the low resolution format, or only the high resolution format or both formats. 

the picture will be automatically resized.
•	 contact material: advweb@mediahuis.be and adops@mediahuis.be
•	  complete tech specs.

http://advertising.corelio.be/downloads/Online_Corelio_Connect.pdf
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Technical speciFicaTions
•	 both low and high resolution thInK bIg MobIlE lEAdErboArd formats are needed but you can deliver the resize large leaderboard 

or resize bIg/itv leaderboard formats instead. IAb belgium standard formats are also allowed. 
•	 contact material: banner@persgroep.be
•	 download complete tech specs:  de Morgen and  hln/7sur7

DE PERSGROEP ADVERTISING
m-sites tRaffic and downloads mobile apps

1.363.939 monthly  / 120.248 

17.734.212 monthly  / 637.562 

source: cIM and Internal data de persgroep Advertising: April 2013

mobile site format name size (wxh)
low resolution

size (wxh)
high resolution

weight format

ios applications

de Morgen, 
7sur7,
hln

think big Mobile 
leaderboard

320x100 640x200 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile leaderboard xl
(IAb compliant)

320x50 640x100 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile leaderboard xl 
(IAb compliant)

320x75 640x150 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

resize large leaderboard 320x57 640x114 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

resize big/Itv 
leaderboard

320x95 640x190 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

M-IMu 320x250 640x500 50kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

android applications

de Morgen, 
7sur7,
hln

think big Mobile 
leaderboard

320x100 640x200 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile leaderboard xl
(IAb compliant)

320x50 640x100 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

Mobile leaderboard xl 
(IAb compliant)

320x75 640x150 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

resize large leaderboard 320x57 640x114 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

resize big/Itv 
leaderboard

320x95 640x190 50 kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

M-IMu 320x250 640x500 50kb gif, jpg, png, htMl

http://www.persgroepadvertising.be/nl/onze-merken/het-laatste-nieuws/het-laatste-nieuws-mobile#tabs-4
http://www.persgroepadvertising.be/nl/onze-merken/het-laatste-nieuws/het-laatste-nieuws-mobile#tabs-4
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Technical speciFicaTions
•	 only low resolution formats are required, the picture will be automatically resized.
•	 contact material: adweb@rossel.be
•	  complete tech specs.

ROSSEL
m-sites tRaffic and downloads mobile apps

506.479 monthly  / 51.000 

2.067.281 monthly  / 478.500 

53.810 monthly 2.700 monthly

43.300 monthly  / 11.700 

3.199.300 monthly  / 80.600 

source: cIM and Internal data rossel: september 2013

mobile site format name size (wxh)
low resolution

size (wxh)
high resolution

not required but 
available

weight format

mobile sites
m.lesoir.be,
m.cinenews.be,
m.netevents.be, 
m.sudinfo.be, 
m.grenzecho.net, 
m.belgium I-phone.be

Mobile xxl banner 320x50 640x100 15 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile xl banner 300x50 - 15 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile large banner 216x36 - 15Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile Medium banner 168x28 - 7,5 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile small banner 120x20 - 7,5 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile xl splash 200x300 320x480 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

ios applications
le soir, belgium I-phone, 
festiv app, geeko, sudinfo, 
cinenews, netevents

Mobile banner 320x50 640x100 40 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile splash 320x480 640x960 40 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

android applications
le soir, 
festiv app, 
geeko

Mobile xxl banner 320x50 640x100 15 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile xl banner 300x50 - 15 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile large banner 216x36 - 15Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile l splash 200x300 - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile xl splash 250x375 - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile xxl splash 320x480 - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

blackberry applications
le soir Mobile Medium banner 320x40 - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png

Mobile splash 320x240 - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png

Mobile Maxi banner 360x48 - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png

Mobile Maxi splash 360x480 - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png

*on demand

http://www.rosseladvertising.be/documents/fr/pdf/RAO_TECH_SPECS.pdf
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Technical speciFicaTions
•	 contact material: internetpub@roularta.be
•	  complete tech specs.

ROULARTA MEDIA GROUP
downloads mobile apps 

13.477 

173.994 

39.805 

source: cIM and Internal data roularta: April 2013

mobile site format name size (wxh)
low resolution

size (wxh)
high resolution

weight format

mobile sites
m.knack.be,
m.levif.be,
m.moneytalk.be,
m.knackweekend.be,
m.levifweekend.be,
m.trends.be,
m.focusknack.be,
m.leviffocus.be,
m.datanews.be

Mobile leaderboard xl 300x50 600x100 15 Kb / 40 Kb
gif, jpeg, 
animated gif max, 
5 sec.

Mobile splash xl 320x350 640x700 15 Kb / 40 Kb
gif, jpeg, 
animated gif max, 
5 sec.

ios applications
Knack, 
le vif/l’express, 
trends,
trends-tendances, 
sport/voetbalmagazine, 
sport/foot Magazine, 
datanews, 
Kw, 
focus-wtv

Mobile leaderboard xxl 320x50 640x100 30 Kb / 80 Kb
gif, jpeg, 
animated gif max, 
5 sec.

Mobile splash xxl 320x480 640x960 30 Kb / 80 Kb
gif, jpeg, 
animated gif max, 
5 sec.

android applications
Knack, 
le vif/l’express, 
trends, 
trends-tendances, 
sport/voetbalmagazine, 
sport/foot Magazine, 
datanews

Mobile leaderboard xxl 320x50 640x100 30 Kb / 80 Kb
gif, jpeg, 
animated gif max, 
5 sec.

Mobile splash xxl 320x480 640x960 30 Kb / 80 Kb
gif, jpeg, 
animated gif max, 
5 sec.

http://www.roularta.be/nl/technische-info/smartphone-advertising/RC-GraficInfo_P-4000350795139.html?ParentPageID=1184686276872
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Technical speciFicaTions
•	 only low resolutions formats are required, the picture will be automatically resized
•	 contact material: adweb@rossel.be
•	  complete tech specs.

RTL
m-sites and app tRaffic

1.820.000 MW monthly  / 2.960.00 Ma monthly  / 411.800 

60.600 MW monthly  / 300.000 Ma monthly  / 125.800 

9.030 MW monthly  / 200.000 Ma monthly  / 30.000 

206.000 

source: Internal data Ip new Media: sept. 2013

mobile site format name size (wxh)
low resolution

size (wxh)
high resolution

weight format

mobile sites

m.rtl.be, 
m.radiocontact.be, 
m.belrtl.be

Mobile xxl banner 320x50  - 15 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile xl splash 320x480  - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile Interscreen 290x310  - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

ios applications

rtl, 
radio contact, 
bEl rtl
plug rtl, club rtl, rtl tvI

Mobile xxl banner 320x50  - 15 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile xl splash 320x480  - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile Interscreen 290x310  - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

blackberrys applications

rtl, 
radio contact, 
bEl rtl
plug rtl, club rtl, rtl tvI

Mobile xxl banner 320x50 - 15 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile xl splash 320x480 - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

Mobile Interscreen 290x310  - 30 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5*

*on demand

http://www.rosseladvertising.be/documents/fr/pdf/RAO_TECH_SPECS.pdf
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Technical speciFicaTions
•	 you can only deliver the high resolution format. the picture will resize automatically. the picture will be automatically resized.
•	 contact material: material@sanoma.com and advertising.be@sanoma.com 
•	 download complete tech specs.: for  mobile advertising

the following sanoma websites: Zappybaby.be, tickr.be, flair.be, femmesdaujourdhui.be and 
humo.be (via redirect to m.humo.be) have the technology to automatically respond to the 
user’s preferences. this eliminates the need for a different format for each new gadget on 
the market.

SANOMA
m-sites tRaffic

1.365.419 monthly

480.114 monthly

6.666.350 monthly

4.433.402 monthly

n.a. monthly

mobile site format name size (wxh)
low resolution

size (wxh)
high resolution

weight format

ios applications

feeling (Antwerpen, gent), 
gael
Zappybaby
Kb

Mobile splash xxl 320x480 640x960 40 Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5

Mobile leaderboard xxl 300x75 600x150 40Kb gif, jpg, png, html 5

libelle lekker Mobile splash xxl - 640x920 * 40 Kb gif, jpg, png

source: cIM and Internal data sanoma: page requests Jan – sept  2013

* picture dimension optimized for Iphone 4.

http://adops.sanomamedia.be/Mobile_TechSpecs.pdf
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GLoSSarY
•	 3g: 3g is third-generation 

technology in the context of 
mobile phone standards. the 
services associated with 3g 
include wide-area wireless voice 
and broadband wireless data, 
all in a mobile environment. In 
marketing 3g services, video-
telephone is often identified as a 
primary application for 3g.

•	 alt tag: the text is displayed while 
an image is being loaded. Alt tags 
are particulary relevant for mobile 
sEo, since many people turn off 
image downloads in their mobile 
browsers to preserve bandwith.

•	 android: a mobile operating 
system developed by google. It 
is used by several smartphones, 
such as the Motorola droid, the 
samsung galaxy, and google’s 
own nexus one. the Android 
operating system (os) is based 
on the open linux kernel. unlike 
the iphone os, Android is open 
source, meaning developers can 
modify and customize the os for 
each phone.

•	 bluetooth: a communication 
protocol that enables mobile 
devices equipped with a special 
chip to send and receive 
information wirelessly over short 
ranges.

•	 browse and buy: the model for 
content discovery and purchase 
that is provided by operators on-
deck. this model is increasingly 
emerging off-deck, and replicates 
the pc web experience for sites 
designed for handsets.

•	 click to call: a link on a mobile 
web site (wAp site) that, when 
clicked, instantly initiates a call 
from that phone to a pre-specified 
number.

•	 ios: Apple’s mobile operating 
system for its iphone, ipod 
touch, ipad, Apple tv and similar 
devices. ios was originally called 
the iphone os but was renamed 
in 2010 to reflect the operating 
system’s evolving support for 
additional Apple devices.

•	 interactive voice Response 
(ivR): this technology allows a 

user to respond to questions using 
voice instead of text or numeric 
responses on their mobile device.  
Ivr systems have become quite 
sophisticated in recent years, and 
are very common with credit card 
companies as well as airlines.

•	 location based services (lbs): 
depending on the geographic 
area of the mobile subscriber, 
messages can be customised to 
fit the location.  for example the 
location of the nearest favourite 
restaurant, gas station, or store.

•	 mobile marketing: a form of 
marketing that generally uses 
sMs, MMs or wAp push to 
deliver its promotion to mobile 
phones or other mobile devices. 
like outdoor, print or interactive 
marketing, mobile marketing is 
simply another tactic marketers 
can use to reach a target 
audience.

•	 mms messaging: Multimedia 
Messaging service, or MMs , 
has become more prevalent with 
the increase in bandwidth and 

evolution of mobile technology.  
Multimedia messages can be a 
picture, a video clip, or an audio 
clip.  Ads can be imbedded into 
the MMs , or the ad could be the 
MMs itself depending on what is 
being viewed by the subscriber.

•	 QR code (Quick Response 
code): a specific matrix bar 
code (or two-dimensional code) 
that is readable by dedicated Qr 
bar code readers and camera 
telephones. the code consists 
of black modules arranged in 
a square pattern on a white 
background. the information 
encoded may be text, url, or 
other data.

•	 Retina display: a marketing term 
developed by Apple to refer to 
devices and monitors that have 
a resolution and pixel density so 
high that a person is unable to 
discern the individual pixels at a 
normal viewing distance. the term 
is used for several Apple products, 
including the iphone, ipod touch, 
ipad, and Macbook pro.

•	 short message service (sms): 
sMs is a service available on 
most digital mobile phones that 
permits the sending of short 
messages (160 characters) 
between mobile phones and 
other hand held devices. sMs 
is commonly referred to as text 
messaging.

•	 wireless application protocol 
(wap): an open international 
standard for applications that 
use wireless communication. Its 
principal application is to enable 
access to the internet from a 
mobile phone or pdA. Mobile 
internet sites, or wAp sites, are 
websites written in, or dynamically 
converted to, wMl (wireless 
Markup language) and accessed 
via the wAp browser.

download complete MMA’s mobile marketing 
industry glossary

http://www.mmaglobal.com/files/glossary.pdf
http://www.mmaglobal.com/files/glossary.pdf


For more information contact:
siska.truyman@theppress.com

www.twitter.com/oppAbelgium

http://www.theppress.be/theppress/nl/newsletter-173/
http://www.theppress.be/theppress/fr/newsletter-173/

hi,

https://twitter.com/OPPAbelgium
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